Date: 09/26/20
Location: ZOOOOOOM

RCB Executive Board Meeting
Start Time: 5:06 (CDT)
Members Absent: Carina, Sophia
1. Review
a. Reading of the Minutes
2. Executive and Advisor Updates
a. Albert (VP of Academic Affairs)
i.
Josh from Shepard reached out on the Academic Chairs group chat about
a study group initiative. Since it appears nobody else really uses it, I’m
planning to reach out during Fullboard to the presidents on his behalf
ii.
Lagging behind on RCB related work, apologies (have not reached out
about shirts yet)
iii.
Still brainstorming ideas for this quarter
b. Sophia and Ziya (VPs of Social Affairs)
i.
RCB Formal message from Amy of Chicago Children’s Museum "Thanks
so much for reaching out. Right now, the museum is closed and we
expect to remain closed until sometime in Spring 2021. Due to our
uncertain reopening date, we’re not booking any events right now, but
we’d love to host your event in a future year, when this pandemic is
behind us!" so TBD once large gatherings are safe
ii.
Fall quarter social ideas: def leaning towards Halloween themed murder
mystery; game show ideas (jeopardy, family feud, etc); movie nights
iii.
Will be here next weekend! -Sophia
c. Christy (VP of Philanthropic Affairs)
i.
RCB x SOLR
1. Sorry I wasn’t here last week - seems like SOLR came to the
fullboard meeting and RCB signed their petition
1. Do we want to have a RCB hosted SOLR info meeting for
residents? Did it seem like presidents wanted to host
meetings individually? I can host it if we want a broader
RCB one / I can ask the presidents tmrw
2. I’m also thinking about a fundraising event with funds going to
SOLR (could be a collab event like last quarters with social if it fits)
3. Sent email to philo chairs after I attended SOLR meeting with
resources
ii.
Zombie Scramble - Evanston website says Oct. 24, 2020, but the Zombie
Scramble page isn’t updated with any info. Will reach out to see if that’s
happening
iii.
Reached out to Philo chairs about plans for quarter
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iv.

@Nathan: did the prizes from last quarter get sent? Anything we need to
do for prizes that we were going to send in fall (e.g. the ones being sent to
RCs)
d. Carina (VP of Public Relations)
i.
I have reached out to Dana, the officer in charge of University Archiving
and if everyone is alright with it, I intend on depositing the materials for
2019-2020 once she confirms!
e. Nathan (VP of Finance
i.
Made (almost) completely blank budget, as no expenses from spring
seemed to apply
1. Can’t link it as my browser prevents pasting in google docs, it’s in
the RCB folder if you’d like to add anything (please do add if you
have things!)
ii.
Got a voucher book from SOFO yesterday
iii.
@christy; they have not been, it slipped my mind this summer, my sincere
apologies! I’ll do the shipped ones shortly after budget approval
f. Maya (president)
i.
Make sure presidents have sent that email about VP IRC
ii.
Tara from helicon will be at fullboard tomorrow
iii.
Bonding event later this week maybe?
g. Nancy (Advisor)
i.
Helicon is part of RCB, glad to learn Tara Wu has been invited to meet
with full board this Sunday.
ii.
Syllabus EIC Kiana Staples - I hope Maya will soon arrange to invite her
to RCB soon as well.
iii.
Upcoming sponsored events, I plan to remind presidents about these
tomorrow (9/30, 10/5, and 10/14). I asked all ACs to distribute the 9/30
virtual event sign-up form via listservs.
iv.
Review of community/org norms
3. Discussion
End Time: 5:36 pm (CDT)

